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A personal take on events

ANITA MAKRI

Give the public the tools
to trust scientists

Anita Makri argues that the form of science communicated in popular
media leaves the public vulnerable to false certainty.

W

hat is truth? How do we find it and does it still carry weight in
public debate? Given recent political events, these are important and urgent questions. But of the two industries I work
in that are concerned with truth — science and journalism — only the
latter has seriously engaged and looked for answers. Scientists need to
catch up, or they risk further marginalization in a society that is increasingly weighing evidence and making decisions without them.
Whereas journalists are debating facts and falsehood, their own role
and possible ways to react, scientists seem to see themselves as victims
of, rather than active players in, the new political scene. Most debate
centres on how the new political order threatens scientific knowledge
and research funding, or downgrades climate-change policy.
All are important, but what’s overlooked by many is how science is
losing its relevance as a source of truth. To reclaim
this relevance, scientists, communicators, institutions and funders must work to change the way
that socially relevant science is presented to the
public. This is not about better media training
for researchers. It demands a rethink about the
kind of science that we want to communicate to
broader society. This message may sound familiar but the new focus on post-truth shows there
is now a tangible danger that must be addressed.
Much of the science that the public knows about
and admires imparts a sense of wonder and fun
about the world, or answers big existential questions. It’s in the popularization of physics through
the television programmes of physicist Brian Cox
and in articles about new fossils and quirky animal behaviour on the websites of newspapers. It is
sellable and familiar science: rooted in hypothesis
testing, experiments and discovery.
Although this science has its place, it leaves the public (not to mention policymakers) with a different, outdated view to that of scientists
of what constitutes science. People expect science to offer authoritative
conclusions that correspond to the deterministic model. When there’s
incomplete information, imperfect knowledge or changing advice — all
part and parcel of science — its authority seems to be undermined. We
see this in the public debate over food and health: first, fat was bad and
now it’s sugar. A popular conclusion of that shifting scientific ground is
that experts don’t know what they’re talking about.
But the questions that people face in their lives typically rely on
incremental science, a kind that accumulates evidence about complex
systems with numerous variables and fuzzy social parameters. It feeds
into policy and decisions about how to handle environmental pollution, vaccine safety, emerging infections, drug risks, food choices or the
impacts of climate change.
This kind of socially relevant science and discussion of uncertainty
does feature in the media, but it is more typical of articles that discuss

the politics and the controversies around it, perhaps under the label of
environment or health. This is not about manipulating or persuading the
public to accept decisions, but rather providing them with the tools with
which to make sense of the evidence, put the uncertainties in perspective and judge for themselves what contribution scientific information
makes to truth. Without that capacity, emotions and beliefs that pander
to false certainties become more credible.
It’s more difficult to talk about science that’s inconclusive, ambivalent,
incremental and even political — it requires a shift in thinking and it
does carry risks. If not communicated carefully, the idea that scientists
sometimes ‘don’t know’ can open the door to those who want to contest
evidence.
Still, if the public is better equipped to navigate this science, it would
restore trust and improve understanding of different verdicts, and perhaps help people to see
through some of the fake news that circulates on
scientific matters. Lifting the lid on these realities
about socially relevant science is mostly about
changing the content and framing of what’s being
communicated. And it could be encouraged by
targeting various points of contact between science and the public. Public-engagement programmes of research, educational or cultural
institutions are an obvious option. Closer links
between educators, communicators and scientists
can also strengthen how socially relevant science is
represented in articles and curricula. Wider trends
aren’t incentivizing this sort of science story. So
the push will need to come from science first.
For example, science academies could offer more
grants to support more-sophisticated journalism.
Scientists can influence what’s being presented
by articulating how this kind of science works when they talk to journalists, or when they advise on policy and communication projects. It’s
difficult to do, because it challenges the position of science as a singular
guide to decision making, and because it involves owning up to not
having all of the answers all the time while still maintaining a sense of
authority. But done carefully, transparency will help more than harm. It
will aid the restoration of trust, and clarify the role of science as a guide.
Current debates about truth are far from trivial. More scientists and
communicators of science need to get involved, update practices and
reposition themselves in a way that gets with the times and shows that
science matters — while it still does. ■
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